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One

The Seventh Rat:
We’ve retired Mr. Bubbles Six. The new specimen is a field rat 

acquired from outside the main  house. I’m pleased with the find. 
He’s two ounces heavier than Bubbles Six, who recently lost his 
fur in a small fire. I consider the extra mass to be advanta-
geous. Bubbles Seven has slightly coarser and more tawny fur, 
but he comes to us already missing a toe. Will run the first 
tests to night and report back findings.

Y
esterday I didn’t win a Nobel Prize. I didn’t win one last year or 
the year before that,  either. Each of these stacked up  behind me 

in a neat  little pile of non- Nobel- Prize- winning days. And I hated 
every one of them.

Marie Curie didn’t have a Nobel Prize when she was seventeen, 
 either. But then again, Marie Curie lived in Paris, which might as well 
be located in a  diff erent solar system from Hollow Pines, a dead- end 
Texas town that sucked you in up to your ankles and held you there 
fast and tight as quicksand.

Seven feet belowground, in a tornado cellar dug beneath the soil of 
the world’s biggest cultural black hole, Owen Bloch and I toiled to fi x 
our prob lem of scientifi c obscurity by extracting a dead rat from a jar 
of formaldehyde. Dressed in a dingy white lab coat that fell to my 
knees, I pinched the tail through a pair of latex gloves while Owen 
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slid a metal tray  under the rodent and sealed the lid on the rotten- 
egg smell that waft ed from the jar. Drops of formaldehyde, the color 
and consistency of pus, dripped from the nose of Mr. Bubbles, the 
posthumous star of our experiment. Mr. Bubbles came from a long 
line of Mr. Bubbleses before him. The tip of his tail draped like an 
earthworm over my right wrist as I lowered him to rest, bellydown, 
on sterile metal.

A roll of thunder rattled the shelves already sagging  under the weight 
of cleaned- out pickle jars and sent their contents sloshing against 
the glass walls, where they caused the fl oating animals inside— lizards, 
fi sh, and, in one case, a roadkill armadillo—to sway suspended in the 
murky liquid, as though to  music. On the  counter below, liquid bub-
bled in a series of Erlenmeyer fl asks attached by rubber stoppers 
and glass tubing. Steam gathered in the  bottle necks. A sticky red sub-
stance coated a microscope slide clipped on top of the scope’s stage.

A fl ash of lightning illuminated the cracks in the cellar door. The 
exposed lightbulbs hanging overhead fl ickered dark and then bright. 
Owen scratched the scalp beneath his shock of sandy- blond hair. 
“Not to be a cosmic buzz kill, but a wise man may consider, you 
know, not throwing down serious kilowatts in the  middle of a lightning 
storm while standing on a damp fl oor.” He stared down at his sneak-
ers, laces untied and dragging on the dirt- covered concrete. He was 
wearing a red T- shirt with the words Homo sapiens inside printed on 
the chest.

“Don’t be ridiculous. We’re too close,” I muttered. The chemical 
stench burned my nostrils as I bent closer to Mr. Bubbles to take in-
ventory of our last experiment’s left over eff ects. We’d only just begun 
using this rat to night, but already he had a singed ear, which I marked 
down in my black- and- white-speckled composition book before  gently 
lift ing the curve of his snout to reveal the enamels of two teeth 
sticking out from the gums. I noted this, too, along with a spot on 
his right shoulder blade where the brown fur had begun to blanch as 
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though it’d been bleached. I circled the location on the Mr. Bubbles 
diagram.

Owen slumped down onto a stool and lift ed his glasses to rub at his 
eyes. “Here’s the thing: It’s midnight. On a night before which we have 
to get up for government-mandated compulsory education.”

I was in the  middle of rolling over the dead rat to examine his belly 
but stopped to glare at him. “Was that Edison that said, ‘Try, try, and 
stop trying again  aft er midnight’?”

His head drooped, and he peered up at me, forehead wrinkling and 
mouth crooked into half a smile. If Owen  were an animal, he’d be a 
lemur, one of those long, slender animals, with concave chests and 
beady eyes. “You’re a  little frightening.” He held his fi n ger and thumb 
an inch apart. “You know that? Just a  little.”

I lift ed my eyebrows. I found it hard to carry a dead anything with-
out giving off  an at least slightly off - putting impression to the general 
 human populace. Owen was  diff erent, though. I plopped the rat down 
on his back with a thud and got to work examining the claws. Owen 
slid off  the stool, made his way over to a cluttered pile of discarded 
machinery parts, and began tinkering with an old clock. This was his 
thing. Owen liked to tinker. He kept a stash of old radios, model air-
planes, desktop computers, and random car parts just so he could take 
them apart and put them back together in a new way. I was sure there 
was some psychoanalysis in this hobby ripe for the picking, but I never 
questioned his love for tiny machinery parts and the desire to know 
what made them tick. Instead, when I found a discarded DVD player 
on the side of the road, I just loaded it up and gave it to Owen as a gift . 
He was, as a friend, very easy to shop for.

“You should reset the rattrap.” My breath caused one of the whis-
kers on Mr. Bubbles’s nose to quiver. “We’ll need another one soon.”

I listened to the cranking of a ratchet screwdriver.
“But we just got this one,” Owen protested. “What about the test-

animal application?”
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I rested my chin on my knuckles and brushed a strand of hair out 
of my eyes. “That’ll take too long. Stop being such a baby.”

Only the fi rst Mr. Bubbles had been secured through “proper chan-
nels.” As far as our biology teacher knew, we  were still using the 
same one. Owen said sometimes he heard rats shrieking in his sleep.

I glanced up at the other jarred specimens, their eyes magnifi ed in 
the curved glass cases, each one carefully preserved for laboratory 
study. I inherited the storm cellar from my  father, where he’d kept his 
lab equipment in a shelter that was supposed to protect him from the 
very thing he was chasing. Once he was gone, Mom  wouldn’t step foot 
inside. Memories, to her, must look like ghosts.

The cellar was a cluttered, misshapen hideout carved into the red 
dirt with a hatch door in the ceiling that let  people in and kept torna-
does out. A worktable occupied the center of the room, still draped 
with Dad’s old maps and Doppler coordinates. In the corner, next to 
the chalkboard, sat an old, claw- foot bathtub. Shelves lined the sur-
rounding walls crowded with weather vanes, old fan parts, wheels off  
a rusted tricycle, and dim jars of syrupy liquid. My  father had col-
lected other assorted items for his laboratory, too: a gurney, dusty 
Victorian- era textbooks— many fi rst editions— a collection of surgi-
cal utensils, a generator, a transistor radio, clouded beakers, a model 
skeleton, a gopher skull, and a preserved pig heart. Much like a liv-
ing, breathing thing, the cellar laboratory refl ected a kind of or ga-
nized chaos in which I knew where  everything was and yet somehow 
always managed to uncover new trea sures.

I stifl ed a yawn and drew myself back to the work, dragging my fi n-
ger over the curling pages of my notebook. Inside, I’d scribbled a 
short list of variables: kilowatts, conductors, incision points. Each sep-
arate attempt had been crossed out. I was missing something. Some-
thing tantalizingly close and just out of reach, like a word tingling the 
tip of the tongue. The answer was there, buried in the pages of my 
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notes, in the texts I read, in the diagrams I designed; it was all there—
it had to be— and yet it may as well have been hieroglyphics.

The scent of burning skin still hovered in the room, mixing with 
the fresh chemical cocktail that was left over from when a dead lizard 
had fried to the point of extra crispy earlier this eve ning. The reptiles 
never worked. Their scales hardened and their wiry bodies blackened 
around the edges, turning stiff  and brittle  under the shock. Still, I 
swore this time— I swore— that the lizard’s foot had moved just 
before he turned into an unappetizing, reptilian potato chip.

I drummed my fi ngers on the metal tray, trying to mentally unlock 
the answer from Mr. Bubbles as if it  were hidden not in my careful 
methodology but there underneath his matted fur.

“It has to be more volts,” I said at last.
The clink of metal parts stopped. “More?” And then it resumed from 

Owen’s side of the room. The twisting of a screw and the sound of a 
tool being dropped onto a pile. “Maybe it’s the incisions,” he said. 
“Maybe if we attached the wires to the external layer of the epider-
mis, then—”

“No, it’s not the placement.” I’d studied the anatomy time and time 
again. I’d spent late nights trying every other point of entry for the 
wires, and no confi guration came close to working except for this one. 
“At fi ft y watts I got his tail to move.”

“At fi ft y watts Mr. Bubbles started smelling like chicken- fried steak 
and Einstein tried to eat him,” Owen pointed out. Einstein was my 
bulldog.

“More,” I said. “It’s got to be more.” This time I didn’t wait for Owen 
to question me. I gathered a jar of brine  water, our makeshift  dia-
thermy device, a bouquet of multicolored wires, and our scalpel. I 
cut back and forth across the room, weaving around odds and ends. 
Owen set down the clock and screwdriver and quietly joined me as 
I cleared a spot at the worktable.
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Without further argument he bent over the kilowatt meter, calibrat-
ing it to mea sure out the correct level of energy— sixty watts. His 
tongue stuck out the side of his mouth in concentration. He positioned 
his back to face me as I made deep, fresh cuts in the hide of the dead 
rat, a part which always made Owen squeamish. A cord trailed from 
the generator to the kilowatt meter to which the wires  were attached. 
One set of frayed wire ends dangled inside the jar, magnifi ed by the 
brine  water. I inserted another set of copper wires into the incisions.

Another rumble of thunder rolled through the cellar, this one 
longer and more menacing, like the growl of a feral animal. I pulled 
a cord above the worktable, and a lamp fl icked on, spotlighting 
Mr. Bubbles. Owen looked up from the kilowatt meter, his tongue still 
squeezed between his teeth. He pushed his glasses up the bridge of 
his nose and tilted his chin as though to say, if you must.

I took a deep breath, savoring this moment, the one of possibility 
just before fates  were made or broken, when  everything felt balanced 
on a pinpoint. I took a deep breath, put my fi n ger underneath the 
switch, and fl ipped it.

The dials on the rudimentary kilowatt meter sprung to life. Four 
small circles aligned on the face of the meter, each with matching 
 needles that spun to  diff erent points like hands on a clock meting out 
energy. As with a spark traveling the wick of a dynamite stick, I saw 
the moment the volt hit the vat of brine  water from the small twist of 
wire and the tiny  ripple that grated the surface before the other wire 
began to  tremble almost imperceptibly.

The smell of burning fur began to radiate. The rat’s good ear 
curled downward and then, so fast I almost  couldn’t believe it hap-
pened, his tail swished from one side to the other. My eyes widened. 
The electricity built up and up. Mr. Bubbles shook violently. Nearby, 
Owen pulled his shirt over his nose. Then the tail that had just 
twitched began to blacken from the tip up  toward the base  until half 
of the pink appendage was charbroiled. His claws shriveled. His fur 
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began to smoke. Coiled tendrils twisted, dark and shadowy, into 
the light.

“It’s  going to work. It’s  going to work,” I chanted, almost in prayer.
Smoke was now choking the room. The body of Mr. Bubbles was 

shriveling.
“All right, that’s enough, Tor.” Owen pinched his nose.
I fl attened my palm over his arm. “No, wait, hold on.” I inched my 

nose closer. The heat dried my eyes. “Come on. Come on,” I urged.
It was Owen who broke. He hit the switch just as another crack of 

lightning blasted through the cracks in the hatch. The charge died at 
once and the  needles fell back to zero position. Slowly, I stepped up 
to the edge of the worktable. I stooped down to peer at the shriveled 
rodent and, with my gloved fi n ger, nudged him in his  little rat ribs.

For a second, I had a harebrained hope that he might stir  aft er all. 
And then . . .  his whis kers fell out.
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Two

hy·poth·e·sis: a supposition or proposed explanation made on the 
basis of limited evidence as a starting point for further investiga-
tion; a proposition made as a basis for reasoning without any sup-
position of its truth

Postulation: A refining of galvanic reanimation will result in the 
stimulation of vital forces to the point of resuscitation.

List of variables: kilowatts, point of entry, mass, density, conduc-
tor, methodology

Progress: none to report

I
t’s an absolute scientifi c fact that thunder is the sonic shock cre-
ated by a sudden increase in both pressure and temperature at the 

exact moment the lightning expands its surrounding air too fast. 
Not that anybody in Hollow Pines cared much about facts, aside 
from Owen and me. I fl ipped the switch on the windshield wipers 
and they beat faster, groaning across the slick glass. Defeated, I’d 
dropped Owen off  at home around half past one, just as the storm, 
which had been rattling and kicking at the hatch door, deci ded to 
unleash its torrential downpour. Rain pelted the forest green hood 
of my Mercury Grand Marquis, lovingly known as Bert. But it was 
the wind that kept pushing poor Bert off  to the left , across the 
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road’s yellow dashed line. Nature’s way of throwing a tantrum, I 
supposed.

In response, I gripped the oversized steering wheel so tightly the 
blood drained from my knuckles as I pulled myself to the edge of my 
seat and peered over the dash into the blustering night. Lightning split 
the darkness horizontally, forking into electric veins that pulsed 
through the gray- black sky, hanging heavy and thick as a corpse’s skin 
over the farmlands.

“Just a  little bit farther,” I pleaded with Bert. He had a bad track rec-
ord of getting me stuck in situations that nobody would want to be 
stuck in. It was Bert that’d made me late for the PSATs. My mind 
chewed over the events of the night, the stack of mounting failures 
that rubbed at my nerves, the unshakable feeling that the answer was 
obvious only I was somehow too thick or nearsighted to see it.

Thunder rattled the cup holders, and I put my palm over the top of 
an empty can of Dr Pepper till it stopped. I gnawed on my lip, rifl ing 
through my brain the same way an ordinary kid might the pages of a 
textbook, before making another go of concentrating on the highway 
instead of the rat.

The sky hovered tangibly above like a ticking time bomb. My head-
lights scouted the road ahead by inches not feet, and the rain fell in 
white sheets I could hardly see through. It was only when I was prac-
tically even with it that I could read our city sign: welcome to hol-
low pines, texas!, with an exclamation mark, like Hollow Pines was 
some place to get excited about.

I peeled a hand off  the steering wheel to fi ddle with the radio; the 
speakers  were drowning in static. I slammed the heel of my hand onto 
the dash, but the faint buzz of static persisted. I cursed at the station 
before fumbling for a scratched CD I kept in the side- door compart-
ment. A halting, stop- and-go version of the White Stripes’ fi rst  album 
crackled through as the city-limits sign melted into the rain. The dark 
silhouette of cornstalks blurred in the faint glare of my windows, and 
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from  here the two- lane country road started to curve around town. 
I forced Bert to stay centered.

Just then, my phone buzzed in the center console. A text from Owen 
fl ashed on the screen:

Eureka!
Lightning fl ickered overhead. Eureka?
Oh my god.
Eureka!
This was it. The breakthrough. The universal code of scientists 

everywhere. Eur- freaking- eka.
I shoved the phone into the pocket of my zipped hoodie and glanced 

up. For an instant, time was suspended like two objects dropping 
through a tub of high- density glycerin. There was the car. There was 
me. And then . . .  

There was him.
He appeared in the  middle of the road like a highwayman’s ghost. 

Rain tumbled down around him, and the golden glow of the head-
lights lit up his white face as he screamed.

My foot fumbled for the brakes. My elbows straightened. I pushed 
back into the headrest. Wheels skidded and the moment fi lled with 
cottony silence. Then Bert’s nose plowed into him with a sickening 
thud.
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Three

Scientific Method, Step 2— Applied Research:
Professor Giovanni Aldini first performed the pro cess of gal-

vanism in 1803. The pro cess of galvanism involved three troughs 
that combined forty plates of zinc and copper and  were applied 
through the arcs of two metallic wires descending from the 
ear to the jaw. The first experiment took place on the severed 
head of George Forster, who was hung for an hour at Newgate 
Prison at subfreezing temperatures for the drowning of his wife 
and child in the Paddington Canal. Aldini secured the body and 
succeeded in causing the jaw to quiver and the left eye to open.

T
he body hit the hood. The windshield splintered into a star. I 
ducked as the clunk of shoulders and boots pounded the sunroof 

on their way to the trunk.
My foot fi nally slammed on the brake, and Bert’s tail whipped side-

ways. I slid to a stop, facing the opposite direction from where I began. 
I turned the CD off  and could hear my heart hammering. My hands 
shook.

“One Mississippi . . .  two Mississippi . . .” My breath wavered. I cut 
the engine but left  the headlights on.

There, in the  middle of the road, lay a heap. It  wasn’t moving.
I squeezed my eyes shut. This was not happening. I was supposed 

to go to Harvard or Penn— not penitentiary. But all I could see was 
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his face lit up by the glow of headlights. Over and over, I saw his fea-
tures morph into surprise.

Swallowing hard, I unlatched the door. Rain poured over me as if 
from a showerhead. Sodden strips of auburn hair, dangling almost to 
my shoulders, cleaved to my throat and chin like leeches.

It was the sort of moment that didn’t seem real. The part in a dream 
where you suddenly become self- aware and start looking around for 
clues that your surroundings are projections. But the asphalt was hard 
beneath my sneakers. The rain turned my thin black sweatshirt into 
dead weight that stuck to my ribs and clung to the waist of my jeans. 
I gulped a sticky wad of saliva, and the roar of the storm grew louder.

One foot in front of the other, I trudged on wobbly legs closer to 
the heap. The nearer I got, the more  human the heap became.

My insides lurched.
“Hello?” I yelled through the sheets of rain. I glanced back at Bert 

looming in the distance. I’d seen horror movies begin this way. “Hello? 
Are you all right?” I used my cupped hands as a megaphone. There 
 wasn’t so much as a fl inch.

I should leave. Right now. Get in my car and go. To Mexico, maybe. 
The thought lingered, but only for that instant.

“Sir?” I called, louder this time.
Rain continued to splash onto the blacktop. I swiped strands of hair 

off  my forehead and ran the rest of the distance, at which point I im-
mediately wanted to revisit that  whole Mexico thing.

His teeth chattered.
At fi rst, he didn’t look at me and that was bad, but then he did and 

that was worse. He had eyes the color of maple syrup. Wide and alert 
as a cornered animal. His jet- black hair was plastered to his forehead, 
and he lay fl at on his back, one arm stretched out with his palm open 
like he was waiting to be crucifi ed.

Not knowing what  else to do, I kneeled on the road and took his 
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hand in mine, our skin slick with  water. Drops poured down my nose 
and into my mouth.

“I’m so sorry,” I sobbed. Or at least I thought I sobbed. I  couldn’t 
tell on account of the monsoon beating down against us. “I  couldn’t 
see you. Or I mean, I didn’t see you,” I corrected myself. I hated to lie, 
but not nearly as much as the thought of telling the truth.

His eyes seemed to register me for the fi rst time. He had high cheek-
bones and tan skin, the good looks of a high school Homecoming 
king. He was about my age, too. There was a gash over his left  eye-
brow, but the rain fell too quickly for him to bleed much. I bit my lip 
and glanced away from his face, my own eyeballs stinging.

Farther down, dark crimson bled through his white V- neck T- shirt, 
spreading into fuzzy edges on the fabric. My stomach fl opped over 
like a beached catfi sh.

His Adam’s apple spiked. He looked up at the sky and then back 
at me.

 Gently, I peeled the edge of his shirt up over his ribs. A long, curved 
gash ran down his side from just below the right side of his breast-
bone to the top of his hip. Pink, tattered skin fl ayed open, creating a 
crevice where blood pooled and oozed while he panted for breath.

“It’s not that bad,” I told him, knowing full well it was exactly that 
bad. “See, I’m—” I patted myself  until my fi ngers closed around the 
hard rectangle of my phone still stuff ed inside the pocket of my jacket. 
I pulled it out. “I’m calling 9-1-1 right now. They’ll be  here any minute.” 
He nodded a  silent agreement and I felt a ballooning in my throat.

I pushed the top button. The screen stayed dark. Frantic, I pushed 
it again, hands shaking more than ever now. It’d been working two 
minutes ago when I got Owen’s text. This time I held down the but-
ton. I tried counting to fi ve. Counting to fi ve felt like an eternity. Noth-
ing happened except the boy moaned.

I shook my phone as hard as I could and held it up to my ear as 
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though I might hear the ocean if I listened hard enough. But it was 
no use. The screen was soaked.

I felt the corners of my mouth curl downward and my face break 
apart with the horror. My phone was waterlogged. No help was com-
ing. Not quickly, anyway. I took the phone and threw it against the 
concrete. It split open on the pavement. I wanted to scream, but the 
sound was trapped inside.

“It’s okay. Don’t worry.” I pushed my hand into the gummy swamp 
of his side to stanch the fl ow, but blood oozed through my fi ngers, 
and more pools of red leaked onto the concrete than I had hands for. 
The asphalt had ripped into his legs, leaving tears in his jeans that 
revealed bloody scrapes of road rash. I sucked in a lungful of air. 
“Okay. You wait  here.” Like he was  going anywhere. “I’m  going to get 
help. I’ll be back before you know it, I swear.”

His hand squeezed tight around mine, clamping down on my bones. 
I stared hard at him, refusing to cry out in pain. “All right, I’ll stay,” I 
said at last, and his grip loosened. “I’m sorry. That was stupid. I’ll stay.”

Shiny red bubbles started to form at the corners of his mouth. Try-
ing to look unfazed, I tucked my toes underneath the back of my jeans 
and rocked. One of my hands held his, and the other pressed into the 
chewed-up edges of his wound. Without thinking, I began humming 
the tune of one of my mo ther’s old hymns. I had to hum with such 
force to be heard over the raucous weather that my lips tickled and I 
felt my nose get twitchy. But still, I hummed on.

I was in the  middle of the chorus when his head jerked off  the pave-
ment. His eyes went round and rabid. I froze. His chest heaved.

He gasped in one, desperate inhale and said, “Meg,” before his head 
fell back to the ground.
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Four

Observations: A pattern has emerged regarding the use of the 
brine  water in the experiment. Aldini used troughs with zinc and 
copper, but I’ve found the solution of saline to be a better con-
ductor. Brine  water was first used as a conductor in the early 
nineteenth  century. When the brine  water is used, the core body 
temperature of the subject heats up more before burning than 
during experiments without. At first, I marked this as a correla-
tive relationship, but enough evidence has been gathered that I’m 
prepared to count the use of the conductor as a cause for better 
results.

I 
unlaced my fi ngers from the boy with the bluing lips and bent my 
ear down to meet them. Not even a tickle of air escaped his open 

mouth. I pressed my fi ngers into his glands, pushing through sinewy 
fl esh in search of a pulse, but the veins remained fl at and still. Plac-
ing my hands, palms down, on his chest, I leaned in with the full force 
of my weight and pumped. I pushed into his ribs  until my muscles 
burned and breath rushed through me like fi re, and when I  couldn’t 
pump anymore, I tilted his head back and pressed my lips into his. 
He tasted like blood and rain as I blew as much life into him as I could 
muster. It  wasn’t enough.

With each thrust, his body plopped against the pavement. At last, 
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I collapsed onto his chest, crying big, fat tears  until they collected in 
the back of my mouth and threatened to drown me.

I didn’t know how long I stayed like that, lying with my cheek fl at-
tened against a bloody T- shirt, but by the time I peeled myself away, 
I was numb. And not in the meta phorical way,  either. My nail beds 
tingled. I  couldn’t feel my face. There was the feeling that my head had 
literally separated from my shoulders and was starting to fl oat off .

My palms bit into the blacktop as I levered myself to my feet. 
I walked in a trance back to Bert. I should have asked his name. Why 
hadn’t I asked his name?

I slammed the door. The cabin fi lled with silence even though out-
side the rain kept beating down.  Water trickled through the cracked 
windshield onto the dash, reminding me of what had happened, just 
in case I tried to forget.

A blank pair of hazel eyes stared back at me in the rearview mir-
ror. Smudged liner smeared down pale, pink skin, creating an ink-
blot test on my face. I played with the volume dial on the radio, but 
the engine was cut, so nothing happened.

I clutched my forearms, wrapping them around my stomach and 
hugging. “I . . .  k- killed him.”

There, I said it.
My forehead fell to the steering wheel. I was at a point beyond tears. 

On the road to total ruin, there was anguish, hopelessness, misery, 
despair, and then there was me. My temples throbbed. A dreamlike 
quality still shrouded the recent chain of events, and it was that surreal- 
ness that kept me from crumpling in on myself like a paper bag. But 
before long my legs  were restless and I  couldn’t sit still with my 
thoughts. I reached for the door  handle once more and stepped out 
onto the shoulder of the road. The rain’s initial fury had ebbed from 
a torrential downpour to a soggy mist. The asphalt took on the trans-
lucent sheen of wet oil refl ecting a cloud- obscured moon.

I paced the length of the car, back and forth, shaking my head. 
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I couldn’t just leave him there while I went for help. I glanced over at 
the body- shaped heap down the road. Someone might think they’d 
come across a hit- and- run.

My phone. My stupid phone. Already I was imagining my picture 
plastered on a public ser vice announcement that warned against text-
ing and driving. My heart slipped lower.

What did Owen mean by Eureka when he texted, anyway?
Eureka. I shook my head. That text had seemed so promising for a 

single moment.
More pacing. My shoes struck out at the pavement.
This was why we needed a breakthrough in the fi rst place. If— 
I stopped dead in my tracks. Owen had a breakthrough.
That was it. My heart beat faster. If we discovered how to make 

Mr. Bubbles come back to life, then I could save the boy. I could do 
better than any hospital or doctor. I could do what medicine  couldn’t.

What if what was wrong with our pro ject  wasn’t the pro cess but 
Mr. Bubbles himself ? More mass. More watts. The blood in my veins 
buzzed as if charged with electric volts. I tried to shove the thought 
into a corner of my mind like a pile of dirty clothes pushed into the 
back of the closet. But the more I paced, the more the idea kept tum-
bling out and spreading.

The thing was, once I did this thing, there’d be no turning back. One 
door opens and every win dow in a thirty- mile radius slams shut. Ex-
cept through the open door, the boy might live. He might be the break-
through. It only takes one person brave enough to fi nd out. That 
person could be me.

I felt my gait take on the grim weight of an executioner’s march, 
even though the execution had already taken place. As I drew closer, 
the boy’s glassy eyes became unavoidable. Hard and unseeing as 
marbles, he stared up at the night sky like he might be studying the 
constellations. What had he been  doing walking across a country road 
in the  middle of the night during a thunderstorm? And who was Meg?
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A pang of guilt twisted through my side. Dogs started barking in 
the distance. I looked over. Every light was on in the closest farm-
house. The highway butted up against a fence connecting the corn-
fi elds, but the fi elds  were huge. Surely nobody could hear the crash 
from  here, let alone see it. I quickened my pace and the dogs barked 
even louder. A correlating relationship, not causal, I had to remind 
myself. If two events occur together, that didn’t mean they had a 
cause- and- eff ect relationship. The dogs  weren’t barking because of 
me. They  couldn’t be. Could they?

I took a deep breath, then crouched and slid my wrists underneath 
his armpits. The heft  of his torso pulled me down. My back strained 
against the mass of what felt like a six- foot- two linebacker.

I arched, hoisting him higher on my skinny frame. My thighs quiv-
ered as I shuffl  ed backward, taking tiny steps in the direction of Bert. 
I  really should have pulled the stupid car closer. I wrapped the body 
in a bear hug. My fi ngers barely touched across his chest and I caught 
a whiff  of tropical- scented shampoo.

 Aft er a few feet, my biceps  were screaming for mercy. I let his upper 
half collapse onto the road. Stretching, I wiped a hand across my fore-
head and felt a smear of wetness the texture of left over jam. I jerked 
my hand away. My fi ngers  were covered in a fresh coat of blood.

“Oh god.” I coughed, hocking over my shoulder.
I squeezed my eyes shut and lugged the boy back upright. His jeans 

skidded across the blacktop.
“Almost . . .  there . . .” I huff ed as if he  were somehow invested in the 

journey. With a fi nal heave, I leaned my unwilling passenger up 
against Bert’s back tire. His chin slumped onto his chest and a chill 
ran through me.

I popped the trunk. I started with his upper body, digging my shoul-
der into the boy’s  belt buckle, and winched him over my shoulder so 
I could use the full force of my body to propel him up into Bert’s 
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spacious trunk. There was a clunk as his skull hit the trunk’s fi ber-
glass lid.

His legs hung out the rear end like a dead deer. I swung one limb 
over the side, where it landed on the black carpeting with a dull ker- 
thunk, then the other. Crystallized in time, this was the sort of life 
moment that’d be better left  on the side of the road like discarded lug-
gage, and, in truth, I never thought I’d be the girl to cart around emo-
tional baggage. It was almost comical how wrong I’d been. Because I 
was clearly more the type of girl who took her mistakes, bundled them 
up in the back of her car, and drove.
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Five

The Final Dissection of Mr. Bubbles Six:
I began by carefully removing the skin to expose the muscles 

below, using scissors and forceps. I began the incision at the top 
of the neck and continued  toward the tail. The muscular 
structure, including the biceps brachii the triceps brachii, and the 
latissimus dorsi  were all still intact despite the effects of the 
higher electrostimulation, a fact which is promising. The lymph 
glands, however, appeared darker than on Bubbles Four or Five. 
Will preserve them along with the heart, lungs, and liver for the 
laboratory.

I 
cut quietly across the lawn to Owen’s win dow on the rear side of a 
large brick  house. Owen had one of those  houses you could just tell 

had a real  family inside. Trimmed shrubs, a pebbled walkway leading 
up to a cheery red door, and a wooden bench swing that hung from 
one of the trees. I stalked through the grass. We didn’t hang out at 
Owen’s  house much. Mainly because we didn’t like his  house keeper 
chasing us out of rooms or his mom constantly checking if we wanted 
cookies. Plus, his  house didn’t have a place where it was okay to store 
fl ammable liquids.

I looked both ways, then tapped the glass. “Owen,” I hissed. His light 
was off  and my breath fogged up the glass as I smushed my nose to the 
windowpanes. “Owen! Owen Bloch, open this win dow right now!”
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When I  couldn’t see movement in the shadows, I dug the tips of my 
fi ngers underneath the sill and tried to pry it open myself. I was mak-
ing zero progress when the win dow slid open and Owen popped his 
head through. His hair stuck out at sharper  angles than usual and 
he  wasn’t wearing his glasses. He squinted out into the night. “Tor, is 
that you?”

I was instantly annoyed. Owen had a breakthrough and now he was 
sleeping? “I’m sorry,” I said. “Do many other girls stop by your win-
dow in the  middle of the night?”

He fumbled around inside and  aft er a moment located his glasses. 
Spectacles in place, he squeezed his eyes shut, shook his head, and 
yawned. “I’m  going to guess there is a ninety- nine- point- fi ve  percent 
chance that what ever it is you’re about to tell me could have waited 
 until morning.”

Misty rain still drizzled from the sky, and the dull rumble of thun-
der sounded in the distance as if the clouds  were hungry. I crossed 
my arms, impervious to the droplets that  were turning my skin cold 
and slick. “Further proof that you’re not very good at statistics.”

He scrunched his forehead, and it was as if his ret i nas snapped into 
focus and he was seeing me for the fi rst time. “Is that blood?”

I swiped my hand across my brow where the blood was beginning 
to coagulate. “Don’t worry, it’s not mine.”

Owen disappeared from the win dow. I heard rummaging around, 
bedsprings squealing, sheets rustling, car keys jangling. “And that’s 
supposed to make me feel better?”

His foot shot out the win dow, followed by a leg and then the rest 
of him.

“Well, it’s defi nitely not supposed to make you feel worse.” It was 
only when we  were halfway back to the car that I realized we’d left  
his win dow wide open. I didn’t mention this to Owen, who was try-
ing to keep up while at the same time hopping on one foot and at-
tempting to wrestle on his second sneaker. The presence of another 
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person made me feel more calm and in control. I took quick strides 
around the front of the car and dropped into the driver’s seat. Time 
was of the essence.

Owen stood slack- jawed outside the passenger- side win dow. 
“Um, Tor . . .” He was seeing my car for the fi rst time. Jagged cracks 
branched out from a crystalline puncture wound in my windshield, 
and my hood looked like the site of a meteorite crash. “Are you sure 
you’re all right?”

“I am fi ne. Now can you please get in?” My mind spun with echoes 
of imagined sirens. As I closed the door and moved the sole of my 
foot to the gas pedal, I knew that the truth would color Owen’s view 
of me. Maybe forever. He’d look back and remember that I’d been 
calm— too calm. But this had always been a prob lem for me. I’d never 
acted like  people wanted me to. I didn’t cry or get weepy when I was 
exhausted. I didn’t won der why I hadn’t been invited to so- and- so’s 
birthday party. I didn’t doodle boys’ names in my notebooks. In-
stead, I pulled the tails off  lizards and observed them  until they grew 
back, or pinned dead beetles to corkboards so I could label them 
with their proper scientifi c names. That was my thing.

Still, I knew the  whole morbid tale would sound so much better 
when I told it to Owen if only I’d been trembling and sobbing from 
the moment I showed up. I thought about this as he made a show of 
clicking his seat  belt into place and checking the tension in the strap 
across his chest. I swallowed hard. I was too focused on the end goal 
now to revert back to quivering girl in distress. He’d probably love a 
quivering girl in distress. All guys did. Even Owen, I bet.

A few  houses down, I had to make a three- point turn to go back in 
the opposite direction. A single thud sounded from the trunk. Owen 
twisted to stare into the backseat. “What the hell was that?”

I fl ipped the windshield wipers on, but the blades got stuck on the 
fractured glass. I didn’t reply.

Owen fl attened his shoulder blades to the seat again. He raked his 
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fi ngers through his hair and fl icked on the cabin light. I felt his atten-
tion square on me. I set my jaw and drove faster down the glistening 
pavement. The neatly hedged community gave way to a long stretch 
of road where telephone poles stood like sentinels and thirsty grass 
unfurled over long stretches of fl at land. The heat of the small cabin 
lamp warmed my forehead.

“Have you seen yourself ?” Owen asked. I glanced sideways at 
him. His eyes pinched at the corners, betraying a look of genuine 
concern. “Because you look like you’ve just survived a bombing or 
something. Tor, I think you should pull over. I think you may be  going 
into shock.” He reached his fi ngertip out, and I fl inched when he 
dabbed at the streaks of blood caked at the edge of my hairline. “Did 
you hit a deer?” He sank back into his seat. “God, you could have died.”

Shock. That was a good one. Perhaps I could be  going into shock. I 
tried that on for size, remembering the feeling of numbness that came 
over me when I’d . . .  when he’d . . .  God, maybe Owen was right.

“I didn’t hit a deer,” I said. I snuck a glance in the rearview mirror. 
A knotted nest of hair formed a clump about an inch above my left  
ear. Then there was the blood. More blood than I’d remembered. It 
was much worse than the stains left  from when I’d swiped my hand 
over my brow. I must have gotten more on me when I’d put my 
face to the boy’s chest. Now, his blood smeared over my cheekbone 
like blush.

I reached up and clicked the light off , bathing the cabin in dark-
ness. We  were getting closer to home. The  houses got smaller and 
squatter, though farther apart, and instead of trimmed bushes there 
 were crooked mailboxes and sneakers dangling from the telephone 
wires.

“Owen,” I said, tightening my grip around the steering wheel. 
“Something bad happened.” I stated this in the same way a counselor 
might  gently break bad news to a child. “There . . .  was an accident. 
I’m okay, but . . .”
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This took a moment for Owen to register. His cheeks drooped. His 
mouth fell open. He turned in his seat again and looked at the back-
seat as if he had X- ray vision. Then he shook his head. “You . . .”

“I hit someone.” The words came out totally wrong.
“But, Tor.” He leaned away as though I  were suddenly contaminated. 

“You  can’t just— I mean, you called the police, right?” Were there 
fl ashing red and blue lights? Were there sirens? Was I in handcuff s? 
No? Okay, so I didn’t call the police.

“I tried.”
“Tried?” His voice cracked. I kept driving. “There are only three 

numbers, Tor: 9-1-1. How does one try? Jesus . . .” He dragged the word 
along with his breath. The space between us went  silent, like a bad 
phone connection. The question lingered in the air half formed. Fi-
nally, Owen plucked it and the words materialized. “Did . . .  this some-
one survive?”

Survive. The phrasing was so hopeful. He could have asked if the 
someone died, but he chose to say survive, as though he could will it 
to be true. “No,” I said fl atly. “He didn’t.”

I thought I knew how Owen would react, but when I looked over at 
him again, it was pure, unadulterated horror that consumed the en-
tirety of his face. The kind of knee- jerk reaction reserved for witness-
ing a mo ther strike her child or a man slice off  his fi n ger in a meat 
grinder. Owen cleared his throat and at the same time sewed up the 
wounded expression on his face so he wore a mask of calm.

Owen sighed deeply or as deeply as he could if he  were to try to sigh 
while being asphyxiated, because that was how he actually sounded. 
“I’m sorry, Tor.” There was more. I could tell. “We can fi gure this out. 
I’ll go to the police station with you. We’ll explain.”

I looked up at him, dry- eyed. “No. We  can’t.” It was too late for 
that.

Bert was already rocking from side to side as the wheels careened 
into the mud holes that pockmarked the dirt road leading up to my 
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 family’s ramshackle, old ranch  house. I cut the headlights and eased 
Bert through the rotting fence posts on  either side of the drive.

I pulled up on the right side of the  house, the side closest to the 
storm cellar hatch.

“And what do you want me to do? Tor, we don’t have a choice. Don’t 
you see that?” He was still trying. He was still at the fi rst stage of 
grief— denial.

I pushed the car into park and turned in my seat. “There’s no sense 
crying over spilled milk, is there?” In case he hadn’t noticed, the de-
cision was made nearly an hour ago.

Slowly, Owen released the clumps of sandy- blond hair and lowered 
his hands to his sides. “It  wasn’t milk, Tor.”

There was nothing to say to that, so I got out of the car and went 
around to the back, where I clicked the button on my keys twice.

The trunk opened like the lid of a casket. The boy’s face appeared, 
looking more corpselike this time. His lips  were dry and cracked. The 
skin underneath his eyes had turned a deep purple. It was way too late.

“Owen,” I said, staring down. “What did you mean when you texted, 
‘Eureka’?”
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